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A modiﬁed immersed-boundary method is developed using the direct-forcing concept. An improved bilinear interpolation/extrapolation algorithm is implemented for more accurate boundary forcing expressions and easier implementation.
Detailed discussions of the method are presented on the stability, velocity interpolation on the immersed boundary, directforcing extrapolation to the grid points, resolution of the immersed boundary points, and internal treatment. The method
can achieve second-order accurate solutions. The method is then applied to a ﬁnite-diﬀerence scheme to compute ﬂow over
a stationary cylinder, an oscillating cylinder, and a stationary sphere. The accuracy of the computational results is veriﬁed
using numerous computational and experimental results in the literature.
 2006 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
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This paper describes an immersed boundary-like approach to modeling and simulating ﬂow over a cylinder
and a sphere. Immersed boundary (IB) methods for ﬂuid-structure interaction problems typically discretize the
equations of motion for the ﬂuid (in this case, the incompressible Navier–Stokes equations) on a Cartesian
grid, and such methods generally do not require that the geometry of the structure conform in any way to this
Cartesian grid. Instead, the equations of motion for the ﬂuid are augmented by an appropriately deﬁned forcing term that typically is nonzero only in the vicinity of the structure.
The IB methods were ﬁrst applied by Peskin [13] to ﬂow around the ﬂexible leaﬂet of a human heart. The IB
provided the advantage to solve the Navier–Stokes equations on a single rectangular domain where the ﬂexible boundaries were enabled to move or change shapes in a complicated fashion. More recent development
and reviews of IB methods with elastic boundaries are in [8,14].
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For the class of problems considered in the present work, the structure is rigid (i.e., the boundary is ﬁxed)
and the velocity on the body surface is speciﬁed, so the forcing term is used to approximately enforce velocity
boundary conditions on the body. Such methods are also known as virtual boundary methods. Goldstein et al.
[4] developed a feedback-force IB method for the virtual boundary problems. The forcing term was determined by integrating the velocity of the surface points with two negative constants. The two negative constants
were obtained semi-empirically that usually imposed restrictive stability conditions on the time step used in the
computation. Again, all simulations could be performed on a Cartesian grid mesh, with no mapping of mesh
needed to accommodate the solid boundary geometries. Saiki and Biringen [17] (referred as S&B hereafter)
used this feedback-force IB method to calculate low Reynolds number (Re 6 400) ﬂow over a stationary,
rotating and horizontally oscillating cylinder. They showed that the feedback-force IB method was capable
of handling the solid boundary problems including also moving boundaries.
The feedback-force IB methods sometimes have severe stability problems, and therefore can be very expensive when used to simulate ﬂow with complex 3-D geometries. A new IB method, named the direct-forcing IB
method, was developed by Mohd-Yusof [11]. This method uses a forcing term determined by the diﬀerence
between the interpolated velocities on the boundary points and the desired (physical) boundary velocities.
The forcing term generated in this manner thus directly compensates the errors between the calculated velocities and the desired velocities on the boundary. The method employs a forcing term that is determined to
‘‘exactly’’ impose the desired velocity proﬁle on the body surface [2]. With this method, the computation
no longer suﬀers the stability limitation, and no empirical constants are needed to form the forcing term as
in Goldstein et al.’s [4] scheme. The direct-forcing IB methods have been used successfully to simulate ﬂow
around the spherical particles in the particle–gas two-phase ﬂow [11], 3-D complex ﬂow problems [2,12]
and ﬂow with a moving object [22].
Recently, Ravoux et al. [15] proposed an embedding method that combined the IB method and the volume
of ﬂuid (VOF) method. Their method can be considered as a direct-forcing method and, like the previous IB
methods, the presence of the solid body is represented by an external body force in the ﬂow equations. The
diﬀerence is that the force is determined using the VOF method. They applied the embedding IB method
to study the ﬂow past two side-by-side stationary cylinders. There are other direct-forcing methods with different ways of treating the IB conditions [18,21].
The purpose of this paper is to present an improved IB method that adapts the direct-forcing idea from
Mohd-Yusof [11]. The diﬀerence from previous direct-forcing methods is in the interpolation of the velocity
and the extrapolation of the body force. The current bilinear interpolation/extrapolation function is the same
function introduced by S&B. The forcing term is the direct forcing instead of feedback forcing in S&B, and is
applied to the internal layer (interior to the body) instead of both interior and exterior to the body in S&B.
The advantages of using the S&B-type interpolation and extrapolation are: 1) it is easy for coding; 2) the number of boundary points can be increased independently to the computational grid, therefore the accuracy in the
region near the boundary can be enhanced without using higher-order schemes, or arranging complicated
grids near the boundary. These complicated boundary treatments include embedded grids such as those mentioned in [2], ghost cells [21], and Lagrangian points [18]. The current scheme obtains second-order accurate
solutions via a method that is more easily implemented and less ‘‘ad hoc’’ than the second order accurate
scheme detailed in [2], in the sense that a more easily implemented interpolation/extrapolation scheme is used
on the IB. For validation cases, ﬂow over a stationary cylinder, an oscillating cylinder, and a stationary sphere
has been simulated. Evidences of good agreements in comparisons of the current computational results with
previous numerical and experimental studies have been found for the steady and unsteady features in both of
the near-ﬁeld and far-ﬁeld regions of the ﬂow.
2. Description of the IB method
Since this paper follows the direct-forcing method in [11] and uses the interpolation/extrapolation procedures in [17], the methods in [11,17] are brieﬂy summarized ﬁrst. Then the current method is described and
the diﬀerences and advantages of the method are discussed. Detailed discussions of the method are presented
on the stability, velocity interpolation on the immersed boundary, direct-forcing extrapolation to the grid
points, resolution of the immersed boundary points, and internal treatment.
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2.1. The feedback-force method of Saiki and Biringen [17]
In the IB method, the equations for incompressible ﬂuid ﬂow are
ou
1
þ u  ru ¼ rP þ r2 u þ f
ot
Re

ð1Þ

r  u ¼ 0;

ð2Þ

py

and
where f is the body force representing the virtual boundary force.
In the feedback-force IB method, the body force on each grid is determined by

co

f ¼ Dðxs ÞFðxs ; tÞ;

ð3Þ

where xs is the coordinates of the surface, D is the interpolation functions used to interpolate the force from
the virtual boundary points to the grid points. The force F is expressed as
Z t
ð4Þ
Fðxs ; tÞ ¼ a ½Uðxs ; sÞ  Vðxs ; sÞds þ b½Uðxs ; tÞ  Vðxs ; tÞ;
0

Uðxs Þ ¼

iþ1;jþ1
X
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where U is the ﬂow velocity on the surface, V is the velocity of the solid body motion (if the body is moving),
and a and b are negative constants that are empirically determined.
In the spirit of the IB methods, the desired (physical) boundary velocity V is located on a boundary surface
that need not coincide with the grid points. In S&B, the actual (computed) IB velocity U at the IB point,
(xs, ys), is calculated by a bilinear interpolation from the four surrounding grid points denoted by indices
(i, j), (i + 1, j), (i, j + 1) and (i + 1, j + 1):
Di;j ðxs Þuni;j ;

pe

i;j

ð5Þ

where the weighting function Di, j is deﬁned as:
Di;j ðxs Þ ¼ dðxs  xi Þ dðy s  y i Þ:

ð6Þ

In Eq. (6), xs and ys are respectively the x and y locations of the IB point, and
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dðxs  xi Þ ¼ ðxs  xiþ1 Þ=ðxi  xiþ1 Þ if xi < xs ;
dðxs  xi Þ ¼ ðxs  xi1 Þ=ðxi  xi1 Þ if xi > xs ;
dðxs  xi Þ ¼ 1 if xi ¼ xs :
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For example, if the IB point is at Point A shown in Fig. 1(a), then the (i, j) point is at Point 1. The computed
velocity at Point A is interpolated by the velocities at Points 1–4 using Eq. (5).
In the feedback-force IB method in [17], U(xs) from Eq. (5) is substituted into Eq. (4) to form the force
imposed at the IB points. Then the eﬀect of this IB force is extrapolated back to the grid points by areaweighted averages that use the same weighting functions, Di, j.
2.2. The direct-forcing method of Mohd-Yusof [11]
In the direct-forcing IB method, the governing equations for the incompressible ﬂow are the same as Eqs.
(1) and (2). However, a direct compensation force is used, instead of a feedback force of Eq. (4). The forcing
term f, which functions as a velocity corrector for the grid points immediately inside the IB, is prescribed at
each time step to establish the desired boundary moving velocity V. For a time-marching scheme, this force
can be expressed as
f ¼ S þ rP 

1 2
1
r u þ ðv  un Þ
Re
Dt

ð7Þ
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Fig. 1. Sketches showing interpolation/extrapolation between IB points and the grid points near the IB: (a) in Saiki and Biringen’s scheme
[17] and the present scheme, (b) in Mohd-Yusof’s [11] scheme.

on the boundary, and zero elsewhere, and S is the convection term deﬁned as:
S ¼ ðu  rÞu:

ð8Þ
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In Eq. (7), v is the desired velocity on a layer of grid points immediately inside the IB named the internal layer
on which the direct forcing is applied to. An external layer is deﬁned as a layer of grid points immediately
outside the IB. According to [11], if the IB surface is stationary, a tangentially opposite-direction ﬂow-ﬁeld
to the external-layer ﬂow-ﬁeld is speciﬁed on the internal layer inside the IB surface. The forcing is thus determined by pairing the velocity at the internal point to the velocity at the external point with a weighted interpolation, to enforce the desired tangential velocity (zero in this case) on the boundary. Such a pair is illustrated
in Fig. 1(b) between Point 1 and Point 2.
2.3. The current computational scheme

Au

The direct-forcing IB method used in this paper follows the concept in [11]. The governing equations, Eqs.
(1) and (2), are discretized using the ﬁrst order time-marching, with a semi-implicit term for the diﬀusion terms
and the second-order Adams–Bashforth for convection and central diﬀerencing for diﬀusion. The S&B interpolation/extrapolation scheme is then used to interpolate the direct force. This force is exerted back on the
grid points inside the IB.
The procedure involves a two-step, predictor–corrector procedure. The velocity predictor equation is:
 


3 n 1 n1
1
2 n

n


u ¼ u þ dt  S  S
r ðu þ u Þ þ f ;
ð9Þ
 rP þ
2
2
2Re
where P* is an estimation to the pressure determined by:
r2 P  ¼ r  ½ðun  rÞun  f:

ð10Þ
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Then, with the following correction step, the real time velocity and pressure are given by:
unþ1 ¼ u  r/

ð11Þ

P nþ1 ¼ P  þ /;

ð12Þ

and
where / is the solution of the modiﬁed pressure Poisson equation (PPE):

py

r2 / ¼ ru :

ð13Þ

co

The forcing term, f, is designed to minimize the error at the boundary between the actual (computed) velocity
at the new time and the desired (physical) velocity on the boundary surface. It is deﬁned as

f G for the internal-layer grid points;
f¼
ð14Þ
0 elsewhere;
where



Nb
1 1 X
3 n 1 n1
1
S  S
Di;j ðxs Þ½V  Uðxs Þ þ
 ðr2 un Þi;j þ rP i;j ;
dt N b n¼1
2
2
Re
i;j

ð15Þ
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where Nb is the number of IB points aﬀecting the current grid point at (i, j), V is the desired boundary velocity,
and U(xs) is the computed boundary velocity. Since the IB points do not necessarily coincide with the grid
points, the computed boundary velocity is ﬁrst interpolated from the grid points to the boundary points using
Eq. (5). Then in Eq. (15), the diﬀerence between the desired boundary velocity and the computed boundary
velocity, V  U(xs), is extrapolated back to the internal layer grid points using the same bilinear weighting
functions to determine the direct-forcing term.
The computational scheme, including the interpolation/extrapolation procedure, is implemented on a staggered grid. Since the forcing is used to enforce the velocity on the boundary, the x-direction force is calculated
on the u-grid and the y-direction force is calculated on the v-grid. Because the grid points involved in the interpolation/extrapolation procedure can be applied to either the u-grid or the v-grid, there would be no discrepancies between the staggered grid used in computing the governing equations and the grid used in the
interpolation/extrapolation procedure. Mohd-Yusof’s [11] original implementation was on a staggered grid
too. The purpose of Fig. 1(a) and (b) is for illustration only, while the grid in Fig. 1(a) can also be considered
either the u-grid or the v-grid for a staggered grid.

r's

2.4. Discussion of the current method
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The IB method presented here provides two major advantages over previous IB methods: it is more stable
and less restrictive than the feedback-force methods because the direct forcing is used, which also removes the
uncertainties related to the two negative coeﬃcients in Eq. (4); in comparison to the previous second-order
direct-forcing methods, the present scheme achieves comparable accuracy yet better conforms the geometry
of the IB because the S&B interpolation/extrapolation method is used which allows more IB points to be used
in the procedure without restrictions from the grid size near the IB.
2.4.1. Stability issue
The drawback of the feedback-force methods is primarily due to the restrictive stability requirement and
the two constants involved. For the stability requirement for the feedback-force method in [4,17], it has been
shown with the Adams–Bashforth method in [4] that
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
b  b2  2ak
Dt <
;
ð16Þ
a
where a and b are the two negative constants used in the feedback-force method, and k is a problem dependent
constant of order one. In the ﬂow-over-cylinder problem in S&B, the values of the coeﬃcients are selected as
a = 400,000 and b = 600, resulting in a stability requirement of Dt < 0.0012.
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For the direct-forcing methods, the calculation of the force does not inﬂuence the stability of the time integration, as stated in [2]. Therefore the stability requirement for direct-forcing methods using a two-dimensional fully explicit scheme with central diﬀerencing in space (FTCS) would be the same as that shown in [15]:
 2

h Re
2
;
dt < min
;
ð17Þ
4 ðu2 þ v2 ÞRe
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where h is the grid size. The ﬁrst restriction in Eq. (17) is for diﬀusion and the second restriction is for convection. Therefore, the stability requirement for the current scheme, that uses a semi-implicit scheme for the
diﬀusion terms and the Adams–Bashforth for convection and central diﬀerencing for diﬀusion, is no more
restrictive than this, because the semi-implicit scheme for diﬀusion should relax the ﬁrst restriction and the
Adams–Bashforth scheme for convection should relax the second restriction. For the low Reynolds number
cases discussed and the grid sizes used in this paper, the time steps are in the range of 0.002875 to 0.05. In
the implementation, we found that for the low Reynolds number case (Re = 40), the time step can be as large
as two times of what is restricted by this requirement. This shows the time steps in the direct-forcing methods
can be much bigger than those in the feedback-force methods. Another evidence that shows feedback-force
methods generally have more restrictive stability requirement is in [8], where a stability condition of
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Dt  C h=j
ð18Þ

on

is presented, where j is a stiﬀness constant in the order of 104 to 105.
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2.4.2. IB interpolation/extrapolation
In Mohd-Yusof’s method [11], if the numbers of grid points on both of the internal and external layers are
exactly the same, pairs of boundary points can easily be formed. Assuming that the external-layer velocity is
the corrected one from the previous time-step computation, the velocity of the external layer along with the
desired IB velocity on the IB point can be used to determine the internal-layer velocity v in Eq. (7). The weight
of each of the velocity is proportional to the ratios of the distances from the points of each side to the IB surface. Points 1 and 2 in Fig. 1(b) are a perfect pair which can fulﬁll this type of interpolation. This interpolation
method works well in some applications, but it also has some drawbacks. One is that only are tangential velocities exerted as forcing to the internal layer. It was claimed in [11] that including the normal velocities led to a
large accumulation of mass at the IB or signiﬁcant ﬂow-through at the boundary due to the absence of boundary surface points. The other is that in practice, some IB geometries cause the number of external points
unequal to the number of internal points. Then the selection of the two points representing each pair is sometimes arbitrary. In Fig. 1(b), the internal point, Point 3, could be paired with either Point 4, Point 5, or even
Point 6. Therefore extra eﬀorts are needed to deﬁne the internal and external pairs of points. Finally, since the
IB points do not exactly coincide with the grid points, the smoothness and accuracy of the IB would depend on
the grid size near the boundary in the interpolation used in [11]. Because of the above mentioned drawbacks, a
higher-order interpolation is therefore needed for accurate IB representation if the direct-forcing IB method is
to be used.
It should also be pointed out that there is a diﬀerence between the direct-forcing IB method represented in
Eq. (15) and the one by Mohd-Yusof [11] represented in Eq. (7). In Eq. (15), the physical velocity on the IB, V,
is used, while in Eq. (7), the interpolated internal-layer velocity, v, is used. Particularly in [11], only the tangential component of the interpolated velocity was used for specifying the force, while in Eq. (15) both of the
tangential and the normal velocity components are included.
On the other hand, S&B used a bilinear interpolation/extrapolation scheme when mapping the grid-point
values to the IB values. When this scheme is used in this paper to interpolate/extrapolate between the grid
points and the IB points in the direct-forcing method, the IB velocity at each IB point (Point A in
Fig. 1(a)) is determined by velocities of those closest grid points (Points 1–4) using a weighting function. Each
of these grid points then receives the average forcing of all the IB points close to them. Subsequently, each grid
point in the vicinity of the IB receives inputs from multiple IB points. This procedure is also easy in coding. In
addition, because the interpolation/extrapolation procedure uses the physical velocity on the IB, both the tangential and normal velocity eﬀects are automatically included with this type of interpolation/extrapolation
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(while in Mohd-Yusof’s scheme [11] only the tangential velocity was used and speciﬁed on the internal layer
for forcing). The forcing has a contribution from the diﬀerence between the desired IB velocities and the actually calculated IB velocities mapped to the internal layer, in order to correct the IB velocities to the desired
velocities. This modiﬁcation is able to improve the accuracy in the region near the IB surface.
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2.4.3. Resolution of IB points
The number of IB points, denoted as Nb in Eq. (15), has the same meaning as the Nb in S&B. In Fadlun
et al.’s [2] direct-forcing interpolation, the IB resolution is determined by the grid resolution, because only the
IB points that intercept the Cartesian grid lines are interpolated, as shown in their Fig. 2. Therefore the resolution of the IB points are limited by the resolution of the grid lines near the boundary since only the intercepted points are considered IB points. That is, the interpolation cannot be mapped to resolve the points
smaller than the grid size. In the interpolation procedure used in the current method to get the boundary
velocities in Eq. (5), the points selected on the boundary (with locations denoted as xs) do not need to coincide
with the grid points or intercepted points, as shown in Fig. 1(a). Therefore in order to increase the resolution
just on the boundary, many more points (in fact arbitrary number of points) in between the intercepted points
can be used to represent the IB points to be used to obtain the velocity values, U (xs) in Eq. (5), and to be used
later for extrapolating forcing back to the grid points in Eq. (15). In this sense, the number of boundary points
used in Eq. (15), Nb, can be independently increased without being restricted to the resolution of the computational grid for the ﬂow. For example, in Fig. 1(a), we can add another boundary point, Point B, other than
Point A but still surrounded by the same group of grid points 1, 2, 3, and 4. The diﬀerence in the velocity
values between Point A and Point B is due to the diﬀerence in the weighting functions. By deﬁning diﬀerent
weighting functions for diﬀerent IB points to be used with the same group of grid points, many diﬀerent
boundary points can be added. With this procedure, the inﬂuence of the IB surface can be better represented
because the smoothness and accuracy of the IB surface can be independent of the grid size. As shown by using
Fig. 1(a) as well as Fig. 4 in S&B [17], a very smooth representation of the boundary curve can be achieved.
There is no limit on how many points can be distributed on the boundary. Of course, the increase of accuracy
can reach a limit by just adding boundary points without increasing computational grid resolution. The ﬂow
information used for interpolation/extrapolation is still limited by the close neighbor points within one grid
cell (which is why the S&B interpolation is still considered ﬁrst order), and thus the overall accuracy is still
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Fig. 2. Comparison of velocity-magnitude proﬁles at x = 1, among coarse, ﬁne and ﬁnest grid results, with Re = 40 for a stationary
cylinder.
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limited by the Cartesian grid resolution. However, within such a limit, the local accuracy on the boundary can
be improved by using more IB points to represent the boundary. The advantage of having ﬁner resolution for
the boundary points will be discussed further with some numerical results of ﬂow over a cylinder in the next
section, where a substantial evidence of an L2-norm plot related to the resolution of IB points will be
presented.
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2.4.4. Internal layer for specifying forcing
In the original S&B scheme, the interpolation/extrapolation method did not need to deﬁne either an internal or an external layer, and thus the coding was simple. However, this simplicity also caused inaccuracy. In
[17], it was stated that this approach was successful in capturing large scale features, but not so accurate at the
region immediately near the IB. The reason is if the IB forces are extrapolated back to the grid points on both
the internal and external layers, as the result of numerically applying forcing on these grids, an equivalence of
a ‘‘zig-zag’’ boundary is created. Therefore the boundary curve is diﬀused. An extreme case is when two grid
points, one internal and the other external, locate at the same normal distance from each side of the surface
curve. Then exactly the same force would be exerted on these two points to enforce zero velocity at both of the
grid points. This leads to a situation that both of them can be considered boundary points, resulting in a
boundary with the thickness at this location equivalent to the distance between the two points. Consequently,
the deterioration of the smoothness and accuracy of a well-deﬁned IB is likely responsible for the inaccuracy at
the region immediate to the IB. The errors caused by extrapolations to both external and internal layers can be
singled out when we compare the results between forcing on the internal layer only and forcing on both sides
in the ﬂow over cylinder case in the next section.
In the current scheme, the direct forcing is consistently applied to the internal layer (the ﬁrst grid layer interior to the solid body) to avoid numerically thickening the boundary curve. From another point of view, the
external layer is part of the ﬂow-ﬁeld and should not be ‘‘hardened’’ to be part of the boundary. An internal
layer is thus deﬁned for applying the IB forcing. Note that the grid point (i, j) in Eq. (15) is on the internal layer
only. The weighting functions in the expression are used to extrapolate the force on the IB points back to the
grid points on the internal layer to prescribe direct forcing there. If we use Fig. 1(a) to explain the diﬀerent
ways of mapping the forcing back to the grid points, the method of S&B maps the forcing back to all the
points from 1 to 10, while the current method only maps to points 2 and 7–10.
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2.4.5. Treatment of the interior to the body
In Fadlun et al. [2], three possible ways of treatment for the ﬂow interior to the body are tested. The ﬁrst is to
apply the forcing at every point inside the body, as suggested by S&B. The second is to leave the interior of the
body free to develop a ﬂow without imposing anything. The third is to reverse the velocity at the ﬁrst point inside
the body in such a way that results in the desired velocity on the boundary. For the ﬁnite-diﬀerence direct-forcing
method used in their work, the external ﬂow remains the same with the three diﬀerent ways of internal body treatment, although the ﬂow inside the body is diﬀerent resulting from diﬀerent internal treatment.
The internal treatment of our method is the same as the second way, i.e., the ﬂow interior to the body is free
to develop. The indiﬀerence of the external ﬂow to the internal treatment in ﬁnite-diﬀerence methods is due to
the smaller width of stencil in the matrices resulting from ﬁnite-diﬀerence methods, in comparison to those
from spectral methods, as indicated in Fadlun et al. and S&B. In spectral methods, the misbehavior near
the boundary and interior to the body can deteriorate the solution in the external ﬂow because of the global
nature of spectral methods. To test the partition eﬀect (i.e., diﬀerent internal treatment resulting in the same
external ﬂow) of IB in the ﬁnite-diﬀerence scheme used in this paper, we force the internal ﬂow velocity to be
zero inside the cylinder, which is physical but causes an abrupt change in the internal ﬂow region. As expected,
the external ﬂow and even the surface variables such as Cp only show very minor changes. Therefore, when the
IB is properly represented, it can accommodate diﬀerent types of internal treatment without inﬂuencing the
external solution. Obviously, for the current scheme letting ﬂow inside the body develop freely is simple in
coding and low in computational cost if the external ﬂow is not inﬂuenced. While S&B found in some cases
that by only imposing the force at the boundary their method would converge to the incorrect solution, as
discussed previously, the incorrect solution in S&B’s case can possibly be attributed to specifying forces on
both sides of the IB.
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3. Validation cases
3.1. Flow over a cylinder
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The Reynolds number range for the validation cases of a stationary cylinder is from 40 to 200. One case of
an oscillating cylinder has been run with Re = 200. The numerical model for the cylinder cases is two-dimensional and time-dependent, and is nondimensionalized by the diameter of the cylinder D and the free-stream
velocity Uo. The computation is performed on a staggered grid mesh. The domain size is 26 · 10. The center of
the cylinder is located at 6 from the inlet which is suﬃcient to avoid inlet boundary eﬀects [15].
The time-marching scheme is a two-step predictor–corrector procedure, as explained in Section 2.3. The
convection terms are discretized using the second-order Adams–Bashforth method, and the diﬀusion terms
are discretized using the second-order central diﬀerencing. Via suggestions in [17], the normal direction diﬀusion terms are advanced implicitly using the Crank–Nicolson scheme. The two Poisson equations at each time
step (one for P* and one for /) are solved using the Fishpack subroutines [19].
For the boundary conditions, at the inlet, u = 1, v = 0 and oP/ox = 0 are prescribed. On the top and bottom boundaries, ou/oy = 0, v = 0 and oP/oy = 0 are imposed. At the outlet, the two velocity components are
assumed to have zero normal gradients, and P = 0. The boundary conditions for / are zero normal gradients
at the inlet, the top and the bottom boundaries, obtained from Eq. (11) with the fact that un+1 = u* on these
three boundaries. The value of / is set equal to zero at the outlet. The current pressure boundary conditions at
the inlet and outlet boundaries are imposed to be consistent with the equations for the velocities due to the
staggered grid arrangement [15]. While the P = 0 boundary condition has to be speciﬁed either at the inlet
or the outlet boundary, inconsistency would occur if P = 0 was speciﬁed at the inlet. That is because on
the staggered grid, the grid points for u(0, j) are located on the inlet boundary, while those for P(0, j) are half
grid-point outside and those for P(1, j) are half grid-point inside the inlet boundary. If P = 0 is set at the inlet
boundary, at each time step, P*(0, j) + P*(1, j) = 0. Because u(0, j) = 1, from Eq. (11), o//ox = 0 at the inlet.
Then with Eq. (12), Pn+1(0, j) + Pn+1(1, j) = P*(0, j) + P*(1, j) + 2/ is nonzero in general, which causes inconsistency to the condition that P = 0 on the inlet. Thus the current pressure boundary conditions are appropriate on a staggered grid.
The grid-size independence test has been performed for the stationary cylinder case to determine the resolution. There are three levels of grid sizes, namely coarse, ﬁne and ﬁnest. The grid size of each level is 0.05,
0.025 and 0.0125, respectively. Fig. 2 is the comparison of velocity-magnitude proﬁles at x = 1 from the center
of cylinder, with Re = 40. Fig. 3 is the comparison of the top half surface Cp (deﬁned as C p ¼ 2ðP  P ref Þ=U 2o )
for the same case. From Fig. 2 it can be clearly seen that the results from all three grid-size levels are identical
in the near wake region. While the near wake region usually imposes more restrictive resolution requirements,
Fig. 2 shows that the lowest level grid size is suﬃcient for the study of the entire wake region. On the other
hand, Fig. 3 represents the accuracy on the immersed boundary itself. The ﬁne- and ﬁnest-grid results are closer to each other than the coarse grid result. This means the ﬁne grid used in the computation is suﬃcient for
the detailed study of the ﬂow-ﬁeld close to the cylinder. Therefore for the results shown in this paper, the comparisons of the Cp values on the cylinder surface are using results from the ﬁne-grid simulation, and the other
values are all computed from the coarse grid simulations for the purpose of saving computational costs. The
dimensionless time step used in the computation is 0.004883 for both of the coarse and ﬁne grids, which satisﬁes the stability condition imposed by Eq. (17) for all of the Reynolds-number ranges.
In order to provide the evidence to the arguments made in Resolution of IB points in Section 2.4 regarding
the IB points resolution and to show the rationale of how many IB points to select, we investigate the behavior
of a local variable and an external variable, the Cp on a cylinder surface and the x-direction velocity of all the
points along the x-axis, when we change the density of number of IB points. We want to test how the relative
error norms of these two variables change when the number of boundary points per Cartesian meshwidth
changes. Fig. 4 shows the L2-norms of Cp and u-velocity along the x-axis for ﬂow over a stationary cylinder
at Re = 40, when the number of IB points is selected to be 60, 120, 240, 480, 960, 1920, 3840, and 7680 with the
Cartesian grid spacing of Dx = Dy = 0.025. The ﬁnest IB-point density case with 7680 IB points is the base for
estimating the L2-norms. We notice that with the current grid size used in the computation of Dx =
Dy = 0.025, the number of intercepted grid on the Cartesian grids near the boundary is approximately 160.
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These cases cover the range of the intercepting IB points per Cartesian grid approximately from 0.3 to 48. It
can be seen that the L2-curves ﬂuctuate around a ‘‘2’’ slope, and stagnancy of accuracy improvement shows
at certain stages of IB number increase. This ﬁgure can change if the Cartesian grid resolution is changed. The
change would show steeper slope at the part of smaller number of IB points with higher grid resolution. In
Fig. 5, the Cp distribution for the same case is plotted, which shows that after 240 IB points, the improvement
of the accuracy cannot be discerned by eyes. While the number of Cartesian grids near the boundary is
approximately 160, any number of IB points that is not signiﬁcantly greater than 160 causes information
‘‘leak’’ on the IB. Therefore the cases with 60 and 120 IB points lead to incorrect results as shown in
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Fig. 5, because the densities of IB points in these two cases are less than 1 per Cartesian grid. When the number of IB points is 240, there are about 1.5 IB points per Cartesian grid. When 240 or more IB points are used,
the solution becomes good and converges at a second-order rate. Although the boundary resolution of 240 IB
points can be acceptable, it is just at the margin of having an insuﬃcient boundary resolution according to
Fig. 4. In the computational results presented in this paper, the number of IB points of 960 is thus selected
to leave enough ‘‘cushion’’ to avoid incidentally reaching a bad boundary resolution. Therefore the capability
of arbitrary increasing the number of IB points for interpolation does have advantage over a scheme that only
allows the intercepted IB points to be used.
We notice that in S&B the number of IB points on the cylinder is 1441 with their near boundary grids of
Dx = Dy = 0.0375. Although the detailed reasoning of selecting this number is not provided in S&B , according to Fig. 4 there is a suﬃcient resolution in their IB points. We also notice that the computational cost of
having a lot of IB points in S&B could be much more than that in the current direct-forcing method, because
there is the integration with time on every IB point in the feedback force method in S&B.
On a certain Cartesian grid with which a reasonable resolution of solution is obtained according to the
overall Cartesian grid resolution check such as using Fig. 6 (to be discussed later), Figs. 4 and 5 show that
by increasing the density of IB points, the solution converges to the ‘‘best value’’ that can be achieved using
this particular Cartesian mesh, but not necessarily the ‘‘true value’’ in the absolute sense. This ‘‘best value’’
itself is, of course, limited by the overall Cartesian grid resolution. It should be noted that Fig. 4 provides only
one way to look into the inﬂuence of the IB point density, and is by no means trying to totally resolve the issue
of convergence of the IB-like method. The overall convergence issue involving interface jumps such as those
near the IB is investigated by Tornberg and Engquist [20].
In order to determine the approximate order of accuracy of the current direct-forcing method, we plotted
an L2-norm of error in Fig. 6 to indicate the accuracy of the computational scheme. The variable of which we
selected to calculated the norm is the velocity component at the ﬂow direction (x-direction). The values are for
all the points along the x-axis (through the center of the cylinder), except inside the cylinder where there is
physically no ﬂow. We use diﬀerent grids ranging from 130 · 50 to 2080 · 800, with the grid sizes of 0.2,
0.1, 0.05, 0.025 and 0.0125. Regarding the solution on the ﬁnest grid as ‘‘exact’’ (as done in [2]), the errors
of the solution are computed on the coarser grids. When changing the grid resolution, the norm shows a
‘‘2’’ slope in the log–log plot of the norm versus the grid number. This means that the overall computational
accuracy is second order in space. This is not surprising because the computational scheme used in this paper
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is second-order accurate in space. In Fadlun et al.’s paper [2], a second-order accuracy was also achieved. As
pointed out in their paper, their direct boundary forcing was a result of a linear interpolation of the velocity
near the boundary. They stated that the S&B scheme was ﬁrst order and therefore only the ﬁrst order accuracy
could be achieved. In the present scheme, although the spatial second-order accurate scheme and the secondorder bilinear interpolation are used, the location for extrapolating the boundary force back to the Cartesian
grid is still shifted on the ﬁrst-order of one-grid-cell space, similar to that pointed out by Saiki and Biringen
[17] and by Fadlun et al. [2]. However, we have shown in Fig. 6 that by using the S&B interpolation (which is a
second-order bilinear interpolation), a second-order spatial accuracy is still achieved. The possible reason is
that a relatively large number of IB points are used for the interpolation/extrapolation procedure in the current scheme because the IB points can be reﬁned independently to the computational grid points. Therefore,
the accuracy in the region near the boundary can be improved to remedy the ﬁrst-order eﬀect, without using
higher-order scheme, or arranging complicated grids near the boundary as embedded grids (e.g., those mentioned in [2]), ghost cells [21], or the Lagrangian points [19].
Low Reynolds number ﬂow over a stationary cylinder is ﬁrst used as a validation for the modiﬁed IB interpolation method. The validation is done by investigating the surface-pressure distribution at the cylinder solid
surface boundary, which can be very sensitive to the implementation of the interpolation/extrapolation procedure near the IB. According to Zdravkovich [23], at the low Reynolds-number range of Re 6 50, a pair of
attached, steady and symmetric bubbles exist downstream of the cylinder. Since no vortex shedding has been
formed, the Cp on the cylinder surface is steady. Fig. 7 shows the Cp on the cylinder surface at Re = 40
comparing the result of the current method to those of Tseng and Ferziger’s direct-forcing, second-order, quadratic-polynomial-reconstruction, ghost-cell scheme [21], Silva et al.’s direct-forcing, 2nd order Lagrangianpoints scheme [19], along with the experimental data from [6]. The plots show that the current scheme is very
close to Tseng and Ferziger’s as well as the experimental data, and better than Silva et al.’s second-order
scheme. This means again that the current interpolation/extrapolation procedure can achieve as a good or better accuracy near the boundary in comparison to some of the complicated boundary interpolation schemes
mentioned previously.
Another comparison has been made using three diﬀerent IB methods: the ﬁrst using the current method
that implements the direct forcing in combination with the modiﬁed S&B interpolation/extrapolation, the second using the original S&B [17] IB method based on Goldstein’s [4] feedback-force IB method with forcing on
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Fig. 7. Cp on the top surface of the stationary cylinder, Re = 40. Compare the current result to the results of the second-order directforcing IB methods in [21,18] and to Grove et al.’s [6] experiment.
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both the external and internal layers, and the third using the S&B feedback-force method with forcing on the
internal layer only. The results of the S&B method are from our own implementation exactly following the
steps in their paper. The two empirical constants in the feedback-force method are a = 400,000, and
b = 600. All of the parameters of the two feedback-force schemes are the same as the current direct-forcing
method, except that the time step is four times smaller due to the restriction of the feedback-force method.
Fig. 8 shows that the two curves from the present IB method and from the feedback-force method with forcing
on the internal layer match very well, while the result from forcing on both the external and internal layers
shows errors. This tends to agree with the fact that both direct-forcing and feedback-force methods produce
essentially identical results, if the forcing in both cases is properly speciﬁed. Forcing on both sides of the IB
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original IB method and Saiki and Biringen’s method but with forcing on the internal layer only.
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creates errors that lead to zig-zag Cp distributions and deteriorate the smoothness of a well-deﬁned IB. A more
detailed discussion about the diﬀerence in the way of mapping the forcing back to the grid points, between the
current method and that used in the S&B, has been presented in the subsection of Internal layer for specifying
forcing in Section 2.4. This also shows that the advantage of the current scheme over that of S&B is the same
as a direct-forcing scheme over a feedback-force scheme, that is, to use the direct forcing so that larger time
steps can be used.
At larger Reynolds numbers (Re P 50), there is an unsteady wake, i.e., the von Karman vortex street, shed
from the cylinder surface. The Strouhal number of the vortex shedding frequency, deﬁned as St = fD/Uo, is
often used as a criterion for validating computation since it varies with the Reynolds number. Fig. 9 is a comparison of St versus Re to the previous numerical results by Ravoux et al. [15] (a direct-forcing IB scheme),
Zhang et al. [24] (a curvilinear orthogonal grid scheme), Lai and Peskin [8] (a feedback-force IB method) and
Silva et al. [18] (a direct-forcing IB method), and experimental data by Williamson (as reported in [9]) and
Konig et al. [7]. The present computation was run for 60 periods and the result was based on the data between
28 and 60 periods so that the accuracy of the St is 0.00625. Fig. 9 shows that the two experimental data sets are
very close, with Williamson’s data reaching to a larger Reynolds number range. The computational results of
the current method, [15,24] tend to over-predict the St number, and the computational results of [8,18] tend to
under-predict the St number. The present computational result is close to that of [15], with a bit less over-prediction in comparison to the experimental data.
Cases of high Reynolds numbers at 400, 500, and 550 are also included to compare with Roshko’s [16]
experimental data. Saiki and Biringen [17] state that their scheme converges to an incorrect solution for
Re = 550 (with no results shown) when they allow the velocity ﬁeld to be nonzero within the body. In our
present scheme, spatial oscillations occur near the IB. However, these oscillations basically remain the same
under the three types of interior treatment discussed in Section 2.4 under Treatment of the interior to the body.
As discussed in that section, the same uninﬂuenced external ﬂow was also observed in Fadlun et al.’s [2], which
they attributed to the fact that the direct-forcing was used in their IB method, instead of the feedback force.
This partition eﬀect of IB with direct forcing is thus conﬁrmed in our results. We then opt to use an upwind
spatial diﬀerencing in a small region in the vicinity of the IB to remove the oscillations. Fig. 10 is to compare
the results using the present scheme and the S&B scheme [17] that we implemented for Reynolds numbers of
400, 500, and 550, along with Roshko’s experimental data [16]. It shows that with the S&B scheme, the results
do not follow the trend observed from the experiment, and the Strouhal number increases strongly with the
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increase of Reynolds number. On the other hand, the results from the present scheme follow the trend of the
measured data. These results justify the accuracy of the present scheme in high Reynolds number cases.
Oscillating cylinder results are compared with experimental data by Griﬃn’s hotwire measurement [5], at a
Reynolds number of 200. The oscillation in the cross-ﬂow direction has the dimensionless displacement of
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The oscillation St number in the measurement was selected at the vortex shedding frequency and was close to
0.2 for the case discussed here. Fig. 11 is the vorticity (of the component perpendicular to the paper surface)
contours after 40 oscillation periods. After about 15 periods, the ﬂow is very close to periodic. In this ﬁgure,
the von Karman vortex street is fully developed and can be clearly observed. Notice that there is ﬂow both
inside and outside of the cylinder, since the IB method computes the ﬂow on the entire Cartesian grid without
regard to the location of the physical boundary of the body. For the purpose of comparison, the ratio between

Fig. 11. Vorticity contours for the oscillating cylinder case after 40 oscillating periods, with Re = 200.
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the root-mean-square (RMS) velocity-magnitude ﬂuctuations and the mean free-stream velocity magnitude is
selected as the representative of the ﬂow ﬂuctuation quantity. Fig. 12 is the comparison of the RMS velocitymagnitude ﬂuctuation proﬁles with Griﬃn’s [5] experimental results, at two diﬀerent streamwise locations in
the wake region: x = 2.5 and x = 5.4. The coordinate origin is the averaged center of the oscillating cylinder.
The major features of the proﬁles, i.e., the downstream decaying and the spreading of the RMS velocity-magnitude ﬂuctuations, have been captured with very good agreement. In Fig. 13, changes of the maximum RMS
velocity-magnitude ﬂuctuations versus the downstream (x) locations in the wake region are plotted along with
Griﬃn’s experimental result. Finally, Fig. 14 is the RMS velocity-magnitude ﬂuctuations on the wake axis
(y = 0) versus the downstream locations. Griﬃn used the downstream location of the peak in Fig. 14 to determine the end of the vortex formation region, and Fig. 14 shows that this location can be determined by the
computation with very high accuracy. The above comparisons have demonstrated that good agreements have
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and Griﬃn’s [5] experiment, for the oscillating cylinder case, Re = 200.
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IB method and Griﬃn’s [5] experiment, for the oscillating cylinder case, Re = 200.

been achieved in all of the unsteady features in comparison with Griﬃn’s experimental results as evident in
Figs. 12–14. These unsteady ﬂow features usually pose challenges for computational simulations to capture.
3.2. Flow over a sphere
In order to compare a three-dimensional case, ﬂow over a stationary sphere has been simulated using the
current method. The domain size is 14 · 3.2 · 3.2 (14 in the incoming ﬂow direction), the same as in [11].
The sphere is centered at (4, 1.6, 1.6). A uniform Cartesian grid is used with the size of Dx = Dy = Dz = 0.05,
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and the size of the time step is 0.0125. The number of IB points on the sphere is 11,240, evenly distributed on the
sphere surface. The Reynolds number is from 30 to 100 so that the axisymmetry of the ﬂow is guaranteed [10].
In this Reynolds number range the axial length of the separation bubble, deﬁned as the distance between the
rear end of the sphere and the ﬁrst point on the axis where the x-direction velocity component u = 0, grows
linearly with the Reynolds number [1]. Fig. 15 is the length of the separation bubble versus the Reynolds number, in comparison between the present results with those of Batchelor [1], Fadlun et al. [2] (from direct-forcing
IB computation) and Fornberg [3] (from boundary-ﬁtted mesh computation). A very good agreement has been
achieved among the four sets of data. Fig. 16 is the Cp distribution on the sphere surface at Re = 100. The comparisons of the present result to those of Fadlun et al. [2] and Fornberg [3] are again in good agreement. Figs. 15
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and 16 show that a three-dimensional implementation of the current method is able to obtain credible computational results in comparison to the other direct-forcing IB methods [2] and none-IB methods [3].
4. Conclusions
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The modiﬁed IB method developed in this paper is based on direct forcing in combination with an
improved interpolation/extrapolation method. The modiﬁcations have relaxed the stability requirement comparing to feedback-force methods, improved simplicity of implementation, and achieved the same accuracy
comparing with other high-order direct-forcing methods. By comparing with the numerical and experimental
results in the literature, the validation cases have shown that a second-order spatial accuracy has been
achieved in computing both of the steady and unsteady features of ﬂow around a circular cylinder. In particular, the fact that the present IB method captures unsteady ﬂow features accurately provides a strong evidence
of the capability of this new method. The three-dimensional cases of ﬂow over a sphere also show good agreements with the literature data.
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